Sasha and the Wolfcub
By Ann Jungman

Pages 7-19
★ Why did Sasha not mind the snow?
★ How did Sasha indicate that winter was really here?
★ Name Sasha’s father?
★ Describe the accident.
★ Why was the wolf in the shelter?
★ How did the wolf like his meat?
★ What was his name?

Pages 20-33
★ What had Ferdy’s mum, Dad, Uncles and aunts told him about people and wolves?
★ Where did Ferdy hide?
★ What did Ivan do to Sasha as they went back to the village? Why?
★ For what reason did Ferdy want the bandage off?

Pages 34-46
★ Why might people celebrate spring?
★ What happened when Ferdy did the cassock dance?
★ Why did he want Sasha’s boots?

Pages 47-59
★ What was the problem with Ferdy when they met again?
★ What did Sasha arrange to do?
★ What was the reason for Ivan’s trip to the next village?
★ Olga, Sasha’s mother cooked what that evening?
★ Who did Sasha want to borrow a sleigh from?

Pages 60-73
★ Where did Sasha find his father?
★ How did Ivan escape the crash?
★ Why did Sasha eat NO meat that winter?
★ Why was it a double celebration?

Pages 74-END
★ What did Ferdy want?
★ What did Ivan invite Ferdy to do?
★ Describe the competition that Ferdy and Sasha had.
★ What happened when the pack turned up?

Complete a book review.